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THE EFFECT OF RING DISTORTIONS ON BUCKLING

OF BLUNT CONICAL SHELLS

By Walter L. Heard, Jr., Melvin S. Anderson,

and Wendell B. Stephens

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A rigorous analytical study of the buckling strengths of large, blunt, conical shells

stiffened by many thin-gage, open-section rings is presented. The results are compared

with data previously obtained from uniform pressure tests of the Viking mission flight

aeroshell (initial configuration) and of the Viking structural prototype aeroshells. The

study shows that conventional analytical techniques_ in which the small_ thin-gage rings

are modeled as discrete rigid cross seetions_ lead to large unconservative predictions

of aeroshell buckling strengths. A more .,ophisticated technique of modeling the rings

as portions of the shell utructure (shell branches) leads to much more realistic predic-

tions of buckling strengths and more accurately predicts the failure ,uodes. It is also

shown that if a small initial imperfection proportional to the shape of the buckling mode

is assumed, the critical buckling modes from analysis and test are in agreement. How-

ever, the reduction in buckling strength from perfect-shell predictions is small.

INTRODUCTION

In the search for optimum designs of shell structures for space flight, the designer

must consider thin-gage stiffened-construction concepts to meet the imposed low-mass

requirements. In designing such s_.ructures, the engineer may be faced with possible

failure modes amenable neither to classical stress and buckling formulas nor to well-

established design procedures and structural modeling techniques. In reference 1, for

example, it is shown that local deformations of stiffener cross sections may significantly

reduce the shell strength; thus, shells with thin-gage stiffeners may require a rigorous

analysis that can account for such deformations. Indeed, the application of conventional

design practices can lead to unconservative strength predictions for highly optimized,

lightly loaded, ring-stiffened shells which, typically, would be designed to approach all

failure modes simultaneously. A prime example of the application of such a structure

is the aerodynamic decelerator, or aeroshell, which will be used in the Project Viking

i
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mission. (See ref. 2.) The aeroshell (see fig. 1) which is a ring-stiffened, blunt cone

with a 3.5-meter base diameter will provide the initial deceleration of the payload prior

to the parachute deployment in the Mars atmosphere. The structural prototype nero-

shells and the first version of the actual flight aeroshell (see refs. 3 and 4) were opti-

mally designed by using essentially identical design processes.

The design process used for the structural prototype aeroshell is described in

detail ia reference 4. The process was influenced strongly by the results of the buckling

tests of two 4.6-meter base-diameter, magnesium, truncated cones stiffened with many

small tubular rings and loaded under external pressure. (See ref. 5.) The results of ref-

erence 5 show that a general instability of the test specimens occurred at approximately

80 percent of the value predicted by theory (bifurcation buckling based on a linear stress

state with the rings treated as discrete rigid cross sections). Thus the buckling behavior

of both of these large stiffened cones was in agreement with previous results for isotropic

cones. (The National Aeronautics and Space Administration design criteria manual (ref. 6)

recommends that a knockdown factor of 0.75 on the general instability should provide a con-

servative, lower bound on buckling of unstiffened cones.) Based on this history, the use of

a knockdown factor of 0.8 for the aeroshell design seemed entirely reasonable. The pro-

totype aeroshell, however, was stiffened with many small rings with open cross sections

(channels) in contrast to the closed-section, tubular rings of the previous stiffened-shell

tests. The web width-to-thickness ratio of the rings located in the region of maximum

buckling deIlection was 33. Even though the shell did attain the design buckling-load goal

because of other conservative assuniptions, the comparison of test results with theory

indicated that a 0.7 knockdown factoL" would have been more appropriate.

The flight aeroshell, although similar in gross dimension to the prototype, was fab-

ricated from generally thinner gage material and was stiffened with many small Z-section

rings with a web width-to-thickness ratio of 60. The shell also contained several rein-

forced cutouts. Because of these differences, and because of the data obtained from the

prototype aeroshell tests, a 0.6 knockdown factor was used for design purposes. The

design goal, however, was not attained for this shell in the initial buckling test, during

which a general elastic buckling was observed at 75 percent of the minimum required

capability.* The failure was attributed to ineffectiveness of the outstanding flanges of

the Z-rings inasmuch as strain-gage output during loading indicated that these flanges

remained stress free. Thus the very thin gage, open-section, stiffening rings may have

become distorted in such a way that their stiffness was much less than that predicted by

the classical ring theory.

*Test results and design details were supplied by H. E. Sparhawk, K. L. Fogg, and
H. Brown of Martin Marietta Corporation.
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As a result of these events and of recent advances that include branched-shell cap-

ability in shell-of-revolution analysis co.aputer codes, a more detailed examination of

the buckling behavior both of the prototype and of the flight aeroshells has been made by

use of refined structural models. The pu"pose of this report is _o show the effect of the

ring distortions on the analytical buckling strength o.f the aeroshells and to emphasize

the importance of accurate modeling by considering real structures for which test data
are available.

SYMBOLS

A cross-sectionalarea,cm 2

E modulus ofelasticity,GPa

I area moment of inertia, cm4

J torsionalconstant,cm4

n circumferential wave number

Pcr bucklingpressure,kPa

R radius,cm

t thickness, cm

w o amplitudeofinitialimperfection,cm

_. normal distancefrom shellmidsurfaceto stringercentroid,cm

Poisson's ratio

: AEROSHELL STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

The basic aeroshell configuration is a 140° stiffened cone with a 3.5-meter base

diameter and a spherical nose cap, Two structural prototype aeroshells and a flight

aeroshell were fabricated for testing; all were fabricated from aluminum. Photographs

of two views of one of the structural prototype aeroshells are shown in figure 1. The

: exterior surface of the shell is shown in the upper photograph. The lower photograph is

3
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of the interior of the shell and shows the nine 40 ° skin segments, the large base and pay-

load rings, the many small channel-section stiffening rings, and the stringers located in

the vicinity of the payload ring. The gross dimensions of the shell are given in figure 2

which shows a cross-sectional schematic view of one-half of the shell. The entire sec-

tion of the structure (bctween the 164-cm and 175-cm radii) that forms a closed loop is

referred to as the b,-,e ring. Detail dimensions of the payload ring and base ring and

the locations and proportions of the small channel-section rings are described in

appendix A.

A photograph of the interior of the flight aeroshell is shown in figure 3. This

shell has a deeper payload ring than the structural prototype and the cone is fabricated

from three 120° skin segments. All the small stiffening rings are Z-sections, except

for a T-section ring at the nose cap-cone juncture. Figure 4 shows a schematic cross-

sectional view of one-half of the shell. The flight aeroshell does not have stringers for

local stiffening in the neighborhood of the payload ring as does the prototype aeroshell.

Instead, the skin consists of a series of stepped lands, each of a different uniform thick-

ness as shown in the "detail view" insert in figure 4. The closed loop between the 167-cm

and the 174-cm radii is referred to as the base ring. Detail dimensions of the payload

ring and the base ring, and the locations and the proportions of the Z- and T-rings are

given in appendix A. The aeroshells were loaded by uniform external pressure reacted

at the payload ring. Details of the loading and the test setup are given in appendix B.

ANALYSIS

Computer Program

Three options of the Structures Research Associates (SRA) system of shell-of-

revolution computer programs (refs. 7 and 8), which use fomvard integration solution

techniques, were used for this study. They are: (1) SRA 200 for nonlinear, axisymmetric

stress analysis; (2) SRA 201 for bifurcation buckling analysis from a nonlinear, axisym-

metric stress state; and (3) SRA 202 for imperfection-sensitivity analysis which assumes

a small initial imperfection proportional to the buckling mode shape. The imperfection-

sensitivity analytical formulation is based on the method of Koiter (ref. 9) and is pre-

sented in detail in reference 10.

The advanced analysis capability of these programs is such that it is now practical

to analyze shells with many branches, a feature not available during the design stages ':

of the aeroshells. In addition, these programs have the capability of analyzing general,

segmented, meridional shapes with discrete rings, variable material properties and wall

cross sections, "smeared" stringers, and arbitrary loads. All results that are presented

4
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for branched-shell models are based on a nonhnear, prebucklin_ state of stress from

a live pressure loading.

Analytical Models

The analytical models of the aeroshells are shown iu figure 5. The circle symbols

represent the structure modeled as discrete rings. It was not possible to model all the

components of the structure as shell branches because the computer code used in the

analysis is an in-core program and such modeling would lead to excessive storage

requirements. Thus, ring theory was used where it was judged to be adequate, such as

for the outstanding flanges of the channels and Z-rings, and (on the prototype) for the

entire ring cross section of six of the channel rings in the vicinity of the payload ring

where there were longitudinal stiffeners. Discrete rings were also used at ioints to

reflect more accurately the eccentric load paths. For example, portions of the structure

(beyond the rivet lines), which essentially would have zero meridional stress but still

provide circumferential stiffness, were also modeled as discrete rings. The structure

modeled in this manner is shown as open areas, and the structure actually modeled as a

shell is shown shaded or by a single line.

A uniform pressure loading was applied to all models. Since the outstanding edge

of the payload ring for each of the aeroshelis tested was attached to a rigid test fixture,

this edge of the payload ring was assumed to be simply supported for all cases.

Structural prototype aeroshell.- The analytical models of the two structural proto-

type aeroshells are shown in figure 5(a). The only significant difference in the two

prototypes was in the base-ring stiffness. The philosophy behind the base-ring desivn is

discussed in reference 4. Briefly, the base ring was designed to provide the equivalent

of simple support at the base of the shell. One shell was designed with a marginally stiff

base ring having a mass of 16 kg, and the other shell was designed with a conservatively

stiff base ring havmg a mass of 27 kg. There was also a slight difference in the payload

rings for each specimen because of the differences in the method of fabrication; however,

both payload rings were structurally equivalent.

The sensitivity of the results to the flexibility of the attachment area of the channel

rings was examined by analyzing three different models of each prototype _e_oshell. For

each aeroshell model, all the chmmel rings were modeled as one of the three configurations

shown in the inset labeled "Ring modeling details" in figure 5(a). Model 2P is judged to

be the best representation because it includes the flexibility of the bend radius and the

attachment is at the edge of the flange laying surface which, in the actual structure, was

bonded, as well as riveted, to the aeroshell skin. In model lP, the stiffest model, the

web is attached directly to the skin; whereas, in model 3P the attachment is considered

to be at the rivet line, which clearly permits greater flexibility than is allowed in the

actual structure because the bonding is neglected.

5
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Flight aeroshell.- The models of the flight aeroshell are shown in figure 5(b). The

sensitivity of the results to the flexibilky of the attachment area of the Z-rings was

examined by analyzing two different structural models. For each aeroshell model, all

the Z-rings were modeled as one of the two configurations shown in the inset labeled

"Ring modeling details." Since the attachment flanges of the Z-rings were welded to

the skin, they were considered to be attached at the edge of the spot welds. (Bonding

was not used in the flight aeroshell.) To conserve computer storage, part of the attach-

ment flange was modeled with classical ring theory, and part, as a branched shell. The

area in the bend radius and the area in the flat part of the attachment flange up to the edge

of the spot weld were modeled as a single, straight-segment branch of equal area. The

remainder of the attachment i:ange was modeled as a ring. This model is referred to

as model 2F. Calculations were also made for the less flexible case of the web directly

attached to the shell (model IF). Model 2F is judged to be the best representation since ""

it approximates a flexibility that is present in the real structure.

RESULTS

This section first presents the buckling-load predictions for all of the branched-

shell models studied and compares the results with previous results based on classical

ring theory models. Predictions for the buckling loads and mode shapes for the best

branched-:mell models are then compared with the experimental results. Finally, the

sensitivity of the aeroshells to small initial imperfections proportional to the shape of

the buckling ,nocie is examined.

AnalyticalBuckling Loads

Structuralprototype aeroshells.-The effectson the analyticalbuckling pressure

of the three model variationsare shown by the bar graph infigure6(a). A eompar_';on

of the branched-shell resultswith the resultsof reference 4,which are based on the

classicalring theory modeling of all rings,shows more than a 30-percent reduction in

strengthpredictionsfor allthree model variations. The resultsfor models IP and 2P

were obtainedfrom the 16-kg base-ring aeroshelland the resultsfor model 3P are from

the 27-kg base-ring aeroshell. However, the base rings for both aeroshellswere

adequate in stiffnesstoprovide the equivalentof simple support during buckling so that

both aeroshells exhibitedsimilar buckling behavior. Model 3P is the weakest, as

expected. However, as discussed in the previous section,thismodel is probably not as

representativeofthe real structureas is model 2P. Although model 2P was presumed

to be the most representative model of the three, the difference in buckling strength from

that calculated fo_. model 1P is small.
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Flight aeru:hell.- A similar bar graph is shown for the flight aeroshell in fig-

ure 6fo). The branched-shell results are compared with a reference model which had

the payload and base rings modeled as shell branches, but all other rLlgs were modeled

with the classical ring theory. A reduction in strength of more than 55 percent from the

reference model is shown. Even though model 2F is considered to be the more realistic

representation of the actual structure, model 1F shows that modeling the Z-ring webs as

shell branches accounts for most of the discrepancy between the branched shell and the

ring theory analysis. Although the strength predictions for the branched-aeroshell

models show a drastic reduction from the classical ring theory predictions, it does not

necessarily follow that a large increase in mass would be required to meet design condi-

tions. For example, in reference 3, design studies of similar shells show that only about

a 4-percent increase in mass would be required if a branched-shell analysis were used

instead of ring theory in the design process.

Comparison of Theory mud Experiment

Structural prototype aeroshells.- Buckling pressure is shown as a function of cir-

cumferential wave number n in figure 7(a) for the 16-kg base-ring aeroshell and in

figure 7(b) for the 27-kg base- ng aeroshell. The solid curves are for branched-shell

model 2P and pass through a minimum at n = 7. The dashed curves labeled 'tRing

theory" represent buckling results for rings modeled with the classical ring theory and,

along with the test data, are taken from reference 4. The dashed curves overestimate

the experimental buckling strength by about 40 percent and do not predict the observed

buckling mode. However, the solid curves for the refined (branched-shell) models accu-

rately predict both the failure loads and the circumferential buckle patterns observed in

the tests.

Flight aeroshell.- Figure 7(c) shows the corresponding results for the flight aero-

shell. The dashed curve labeled "Ring theory" in this figure, however, is for the struc-

ture modeled with a branched payload rir/g and a branched base ring; for all other rings

the classical ring theory- is used. As can be seen, the test result fails far below the

minimum point on the dashed curve (n = 5) which overestimates the buckling pressure

by 250 percent. A remodeling of the structure so that all the rings are allowed to deform

by treating them ._, a shell (model 2F) brings the theory (solid curve) into much better

agreement with th_' test point. The theory curve is also brought well within the bounds

of the 0.8 knockdown factor established from tests of similar stiffened cones reported in

the literature. The minimum point on the solid curve occurs at n = 7; however, the
shell was observed to buckle into six circumferential waves.
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Meridional Buckling Mode Shapes

The meridional buckling mode shapes for the 16-kg base-ring prototype aeroshell

and the flight aeroshell are shown in figures 8(a) and 8Co), respectively. The mode _hape

for the 27-kg base-ring prototype aeroshell is omitted since there is no discernible dif-

ference from the 16-kg base-ring aeroshell. Tile dashed lines represent the undeformed

profiles and the solid lines represent the deformed profiles. Even though the deforma-

tions have been amplified for plotting purposes, it is clear that, for both aeroshells, con-

siderable distortion of the ring sections has occurred at the buckling load. The Z-rings

of the flight aeroshell wer, of thinner gage material than the channel rings of the proto-

type and show an even greta _ deformation at the buckling load.

Comparison Wtth Stiffened Flat-Plate Data

The rather large discrepancies that exist between the ring-theory predictions

(see dashed curve, fig. 7(a), r example) and tile test data are in contrast to experience

based on results from flat plate _ loaded in compression. For example, in reference 11

flat panels with essentially identical proportions to the aeroshell stiffened wall and hav-

ing a length equal to half the circumferential buckling wave length were shown to be well-

behaved, l_he critical buckling stress was nearly three times as great as the average

stress at buckling for the prototype wall section. Thus, it would appear that the proto-

type aeroshell-buckling behavior is not a simple function of wall cross section, but is

a rather complicated function of the geometry and loading. Such behavior requires an

analysis that accounts for detail behavior of the ring stiffeners for accurate predictions.

Imperfection-Sensitivity Analysis

Initial imperfections in the structural prototype and flight aeroshells were meas-

ured to some extent prior to testing, and the results fur the flight aeroshell are pre-

sented in reference 3. The largest measured imperfection for the prototype aeroshell

wa,; about three times the skin thickness, and for the flight aeroshell, the largest meas-

ured imperfection was slightly more than two thicknesses. In order to study the sensi-

tivity of the aeroshells to initial imperfections having the shape of the buckling mode,

models 2P and 2F were analyzed. The results are presented in figure 9 where buckling

pressure Pcr is plotted as a function of the ratio of imperfection amplitude to skin

thickness Wo/t.

Structural prototype aeroshells.- Three buckling modes for each of the prototype

aeroshells were examined and the results are shown in figure 9(a) for the 16-kg base-

ring aeroshell and in figure 9(b) far the 27-kg base-ring aeroshell. The sensitivity oI

the critical mode, n = 7_ is shown by the solid lines; tile broken lines are for the two

neighboring buckling modes. The n -- 7 mode remains critical over the range of

8
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imperfectionamplitudes examined (up totwice the skinthickness);atthe maximum

imperfection shown, a 20-percent reductionin strengthfrom the perfect-shellvalue

ispredicted. The n = 6 and a = 8 buckling modes exhibitsimilar behavior.

Itshould be recognized thatthe theory for the imperfect shellsfallsbelow _he test

values. Such behavior may indicatethatthe type of imperfection studiedherein wa._not

present in the fabricatedshells. However, the theoreticalresultsare based on nomin_;'

skin gage since the testartlcleshave not yet been sectionedin order to mal;e accurate

skin-gage measurements. One of the most difficultdetails[o model accuratelywas that

of the stringers,because theirproperties must be distributeduniformly and they con-

tainedmany cutoutsin order toaccommodate _,lerings. The assumptions were consid-

ered to be conservative so thatthe stiffenereffectivenessis probably greater than is

represented in the analysis.

Flightaeroshell.-Corresponding studieswere made for the flightaerosheiland

the resultsare presented in figure9(c). Itis immediately obvious thatthisshellis

practicallyinsensitiveto initialimperfections ofthe type examined, none of the modes

showing more than a 5-percent reductionfrom perfect-shellresults. Thus, itappears

thatinitialimperfections in the externalshellare probably not responsiblefor the dif-

ference between branched-shell theory and the testresults shown infigure7(c). An

interestingaspect of the curves infigure9(c)is the crossing over of the n = 6 and

n = 7 curves so thatthe n = 6 mode (theobse,'vednumber of buckling waves inthe

failedaeroshell)becomes criticalfor the imperfect shell.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

One of the most advanced shell-of-revolutioncomputer programs availablehas

been used to analyze highlyrefinedstructuralmodels of three blunt,conicalshells

which approached optimum design proportions. The shellswere stiffenedwith many

thin-gage,open-section rings and exhibitedbehavior in contrastwith previous buckling-

testdata. Conventional analysis inwhich the ring sections are assumed to be rigidis

shown to be highly unconservative for the shells studied. The application of a knockdown }
factor (established from earlier tests of blunt conical shells stiffened with many closed-

section rings) on the general instability could not bring the theory and test data into

agreement. A more refined, branched-shell analysis shows that thin-gage, open-

section rings attached to blunt cones are susceptible to shell-type distortion and do not

necessarily behave as stiffeners of similar proportions attached to flat plates. The

refined analysis gave results that were in excellent agreement with experimental results

for two of the shells; for the third shell_ the results were well within the bounds of the

0.8 knockdown factor reported in the literature for ring-stiffened, blunt cones. Thus,

the advanced shell-of-revolutic,, computer programs can accurately predict structural

9
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behavior of these comple_ shell structures and can provide a powerful tool for a better

understanding of such structures.

The buckling loads for the refined models of the aeroshells showed little sensitivity

to an initial imperfection proportional to the buckling-mode shape. However, for the one

case where perfect-shell theory did not predict the observed buckling mode shape, the

inclusion of an initial imperfection brought theoretical results into agreement with test

results. The results of the imperfection-sensitivity analysis indicate that accuracy in

modeling of the structure is crucial and, unless the model is representati-.e of the real

structure, initial imperfections may erroneously be k!amed for inaccurate predictions.

The results of this study show that there is a need for additional research in the

area of buckling of stiffened shells. Although it is obvious to conclude that an accurate

analysis of realistic structural models leads to accurate predictions, it is important to

know when such analyses are required since they may become expensive and complicated

for complex structures. Ring proportions and spacings on shells of all types should be

studied to determine when rings can be modeled simply as rings and when a branched-
shell analysis should be applied.

Langleyl'tesearch Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Hampton, Va., November 21, 1974.
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APPENDIX A

DETAIL DIMENSIONS OF AEROSI-{ELLS

Structural Prototype AerosheHs

Two structural pro,:otype acroshells were fabricated. The only significant struc-

tural difference in the two was in the payload-ring and base-ring configurations. The

detail dimensions of tl,e two payload rings are given in figure 10, and the two base rings

are dimensioned in fig.,,e 1!. ['he proportio: s and locations of the small channel-section

rings are given in figure 12. For reference purposes, these rings are numbered consec-

utive from 1 to 35, starting with the ring on the spherical cap. (See fig. 2.) Although

these rings are variably spaced throughout the shell, there are only three different cross-

sectional proportions. In addition to the rings, there are 36 equally spaced stringers

attached to the shell in the vicinity of the payload ring. The stringer material and

mechanical properties used for the analytical model and their location on the shell are

given in table L All the components of the structural prototype aeroshells were joined

by riveting; however, adhesive bonding was used in addition to the rivets in an attempt

to retard local buckling of the skin between :he rivets.

Flight Aeroshell

The detail di,nensioas of the payload and base rings for the flight aeroshell are

given in figure 13. The payload-ring web was stiffened with 40 equally spaced stringers

whose properties were uniformly distributed around the circumference. The material

and mechanical properties of the stringers used for modeling are given in the figure.

There are 27 small, variably spaced Z-rings and, for reference purposes, they are

numbered sequentially from 1 to 27, starting with the Z-ring nearest the nose cap-cone

juncture. (See fig. 4.) All these rings have identical thicknesses with the e_.ception of

ring number 10. Proportions and locations of the Z-rings and the T-ring are given in

.fi:,-;ure 14.

11
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AI_PFNI)IX li

"rl':.',_r _I'TFUP AND LOADING CONI)I'_,ONS

Struvtural I_i'otol ,pc

A schetuatic representat it)ll of tile test setul, it)l" tile l_rototypc aeroshells is shown

it: figure 15. The test .,q_ecimen was continuousl.v supported at tile outManding flmlge of

the payload ring on a m:tchined surface tff tile Ies! fixture. File te::t fixture and tile acre-

shell formed a vacuum chanlber with tile exto."ior surface of .he aeroshell exposed to

atmospheric pressure. A Ulliforl,I external-pressure loadin_ tm tl:e aero.qhell was

att:tined by eva,'uating tile t'halubt.l-. Tilt' IllOllltlrall[" proSSUl'O seal Iit'lween tile b:lse

Fing and the test fLxture was3 desi.,..qiod It) t)Foduce a nlini:nal load on tT.,_• base l-ing dul'-

iilg h)ading.

Flight Aeroshell

"rh,, flight aeroshell test setup is shown in fi,...qtre 1G. The loading was basically

tile ._anle as for the prototype, with unlfornl pressul',, reacted at tile payload tin ._. For

t,.sts of the flight aeroshell under realistic io.'lds, however, hydraulic jacks were used to

provide tilt, effect of inertial relief loadin_ at three points el pon('Oll|r:l|ed IllaS.':. Oil the

aeroshcll (tanks and pl'opul.-;ion nlodule) and at mix points on the lander body. The lander

body was installed on the payh_;id rin..,: during tests in order to simulate a 12roper load

mtrtMuction between tile aerosheil alld the landor.
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TABLEI.-STRINGERPROPERTIESFORSTRUCTURALPROTOTYPEAEROSHELLS
E_=73.08_Pa;_=032_

R, A, I, J, _., Meridional Number of
cm cm2 cm4 cm4 cm variation stringers

47.12 0.094 0.00194 0.00013 2.46 Constant 18
52.63 .256 .00452 .00383 2.58 Constant 18

54.43 .256 .00452 .00383 2.58 Constant 36

64.59 .256 .00452 .00383 2.58 Linear taper 36

67.81 .342 .00824 .00235 2.50 Linear taper 36

74.03 .586 .01011 .00443 2.59

74.03 .749 .01701 .00582 2.64 Linear taper 36
78.44 .889 .03813 .00688 3.32 Constant 36

81.58 .889 .03813 .00688 3.32 Linear taper 36
87.40 .735 .03610 .00557 2.61

87.40 .572 .02721 .00418 2.55 Linear taper 36

92.96 381 .02281 .00255 2.50

92.96 .218 .01356 .00117 2.39 Constant 36

95.65 .218 .01356 .00117 2.39 Constant 18

103.21 .I13 .00720 .00015 2.36 Constant 18

I05.65
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L-74-8537

Figure 1.- Photographs of structural prototype aeroshell.
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L-74-8538

Figure 3.- Flightaeroshell.
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or _ Structuretreatedasshell
I

i o or _ Structuretreatedas ring Ringmodelingdetails
i MOdel: ]P 2P 3P

/ / ,
_" grsin°model"i_ ""_ / ' 'i

21-kgbase-ringmodel ._ . v 6_

16-kgbasering-_ "_

2/-kgbasering _ )

(a) Structural prototype aeroshells.

modelingdetails
Ring

j.____.__..._....__ , _ /SWin Model: IF 2F - Edgeof spotweld

Stringer

(b) Flight aeroshell.

Figure 5.- Branched-shell analytical models.
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_ Area modeled as a shell branch

Area modeled as a ring

Branched-shell models

Ref. 4 i .... _'- ..... ._

35 -- _ IP 2P 3P

30 - \\
\\
\\

25 - \\

20 -- \\ \\ \\

Pcr' \\ \\ \\ \\
kPa \\ \\ \ \ \\

15 - \\ \\ \k \\

\\ \\ \\ \\
\\ \\ \\ \\

lO - \\ \\ \\ \\
\\ \\ \\ \\
\\ \\ \\ \\

5-
\\ \\ \X \\
\\ \\ \\ \\ _:

o \\ \.x \,_ \\
(a) Structural prototype aeroshells.

Figure 6.- Effect of ring-model variations on critical buckling pressure.
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I Area modeled as a shell branch

¢----, Area modeled as a ring

I!

40-
Branched-shell models

Ref. model r .... _

35 - _ IF 2F

" / I""25 - _\
Per' • \

kPa 20 - \\

15- \ _, "_

10- \ _ x x
\ \ "M

5- \ \ N

0 • "_ _ _ - "

(b) Flight aeroshell. •

Figure 6.- Concluded.
i
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60-

,, -. /---Ring theory (ref. 4)

40 - \"_ _ ---_
Pcr'

kPa "_,_ 5 :anched-shelt model 2P

2O
_est (ref. 4) _

i-

. , I _. i i I _ I
0 2 4 6 8

Circumferential wave number, n

(a) Structural prototype; 16-kg base ring.

60 - _._\fRing theory (ref.4)

Pcr' _/'-- Branched-shell model 2P
kPa

2C L-Test (ref. 4)

i I ._ I _ I i I
0 2 4 6 8

Circumferential wave numberp n

(b) Structural prototype; 27-kg base ring.

Figure 7.- Buckling pressure as a function of circumferential wave

number and comparison with experiment.
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I

60--

Ring th_ry40--

_-'-_ .... ... t_"Pcr'

kPa _ _shell model 2F
20

: Test_.,,,,"_

a I i I I 1, i I
: 0 2 4 6 8

Circumferential wave re,tuber, n

(c) Flight aeroshell.

Figure 7.- Concluded.
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I

/fUndeformedsurface

, (a) Prototype aeroshell; n = 7.

(b) Flight aeroshell; n -_7.

Figure 8.- Meridional buckling mode shapes. Branched-shell calculations.
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201 -- _ .__

15-

Pcr'

kPa

10 -

n

I J I I

0 .5 1.0 Wo 1.5 2.0

t

(a)Structuralprc'.otype;16-kg base ring.

25 n = 8

7-/
15-

Per'

kPa

10-

m

I I, I I

0 .5 1.0Wo 1.5 2.0
m.

t

(b)Structuralprototype;27-kg base ring.

Figure 9.- Sensitivityof buckling lo,,dsto amplitude of initialimperfection having

shape of buckling mode (t--0.081 cm).
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15 \7 6Pcr'

kPa

10-

n

I I I I

0 .5 1.0w 1.5 2.0
0

{c) Flight aeroshell (t = 0.061 cm).

Figure 9.- Concluded.
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3.4

,0o

L
0.16

(a) 16-kg base-ring aeroshell. (b) 27-kg base-ring aeroshell.

Figure 10.- Payload ring cross sections for structural prototype aeroshells.
Dimensions are in cm.
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Dimensions, em ]

Ring no. R t

1 0.041

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Ring cross section

._2
" 33

34

33 .064

Figure12.-Ring-stiffenercross sectionsand locationson

structuralprototypeaeroshells.
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.51 typ, except

!/ /_ ring 10. Ring no. R a b c t

Spotweld ¢-_]l_Sring 10. 1 _ 34.18 1.02 2.16 0.89 0.041

/
2 41,42

_ 3 46.41
4 51.13

b 5 55.68

6 60.05

7 64.26
8 68.05

Z-rings 9 71.70 1.02 2,16 0.89 0.041
'_0 87.55 1.31 2,44 1.02 .081

11 93.37 1.02 .041

12 99.75

13 105.51

29,5R _ 14 110.82

(ref.) 15 115.80

16 120.50
3.15 17 1_4.97

18  29.2419 133.35

20 137.31

0.10 21 .141.17
22 144.91

_/ 2.54 23 148.54

24 152.07
T-ring 25 155.52

26 158.90

27 162.20 1.02 2.44 1.02 .041

Figure 14.- Cross-sectional proportions and locations of rings on flight aeroshell.
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